Stick

and

rudd e r

airplane’s physics and aerodynamics, supplemented with the graphics appearing in the sidebar on the
opposite page.
First of all, it shouldn’t be revelatory for a pilot to understand the
center of gravity (CG) is an imaginary point where the entire aircraft
would be in perfect balance. At this
point, the combined weight of all
parts of the aircraft can be considered to be concentrated and pulled
toward the center of the earth by
gravitational force. The CG is normally located near where the pilot
of a small aircraft sits. Further, if
we could suspend the aircraft by its
center of gravity and oriented in any
position, it would remain in that
same position unless disturbed by
an external forces. Possible candidates among these external forces
may include but are not limited to
power application, centrifugal force,
control deflections and wind gusts.
In flight, lift forces can change
By Steven Gibb
how the aircraft is oriented in three
dimensions. These orientation
changes are always rotations around
the aircraft center of gravity, including one or more of the following:
pitch rotations around the lateral
axis, roll rotations around the lonuring checkouts of rated
indictment of our training systems
gitudinal axis and yaw rotations
pilots, I usually ask them to
among them—but the dangers of
around the vertical axis.
explain why the rudder is
misusing the rudder also must be
During flight, any force acting on
on the airplane. More than half of
acknowledged. Let’s discuss the
the aircraft can cause some type of
rated pilots will tell me the rudrudder’s proper role, plus the effects
rotation around the aircraft’s center
der helps turn the aircraft, which
and dangers of misusing primary
of gravity. The forces acting on the
is not only wrong but is a very dan- controls.
aircraft are always a combination of
gerous belief. Less than half of
weight, thrust, drag and lift.
pilots will correctly identify
Weight, thrust and drag can
“The rudder then is not of equal rank with the
the main purpose of the rudhave rotational effects on the
ailerons; it is the servant of the ailerons. You
der, to correct for adverse yaw.
aircraft but the main method
use
rudder
because
you
are
using
the
ailerons.”
By failing to correctly underavailable to the pilot to con— Wolfgang Langewiesche, Stick and Rudder: An
standing the rudder’s purpose,
trol any rotation around the
Explanation of the Art of Flying.
these pilots exhibit a failure in
center of gravity is to vary the
our training system. Moreover,
direction and strength of lift
by misusing the airplane’s pricreated by the three primary
A Basic Review
mary controls, they aren’t flying it
aircraft controls: ailerons, elevators
properly or efficiently. This realizaTo begin, let’s review some basic
and rudders.
tion has many implications—an
terms and concepts involving an
Every rated pilot should know ai-

Got
Rudder?

It’s not used to turn
the airplane, but
to counter adverse
yaw produced when
ailerons are deflected.
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Lift, Drag and yaw
A by-product of lift creation is
drag. Put another way, any time
we create lift, we also are creating
drag (induced drag to be precise).
In straight-and-level flight, lift is
being created; so is induced drag.
Rotation around the longitudinal
axis—rolling the airplane—is produced by deflecting downward the
aileron on the rising wing to increase its angle of attack and thus
increase the lift it produces. On
the other side where the wing is
descending, the aileron is deflected
upward, decreasing the lowered
wing’s angle of attack and lift.
By increasing lift on the rising wing, its induced drag is
increased. Correspondingly, by
decreasing lift on the descending
wing, induced drag on that wing
also is decreased. One result is
that as long as we have ailerons
deflected from neutral, the aircraft
experiences greater drag on the
rising wing and, in response, yaws
in that direction. This yaw in the
direction of the rising wing always
December 2010

rudder

The four forces
acting on an
aircraft in flight—
thrust, drag, lift
and weight—are
depicted in Figure
1, at right. Not
depicted is their
relative values,
which vary and
are always zero
when the airplane
is in steady, level,
unaccelerated
flight.

Lift

Basic Airplane Control

Drag

st

Thru

Weight

lerons produce rotation around the
longitudinal axis, elevators produce
rotation around the lateral axis and
rudders produce rotation around
the vertical axis. Using elevators (or
stabilators/ruddervators/elevons,
depending on the airframe and its
terminology) to change pitch and
the fact that changes in elevator
pressure do not cause yaw or roll is
probably well understood by pilots.
However, the use of ailerons and
rudders is a little more complex because the use of ailerons will cause
roll and some yaw, and the use of
rudders will cause yaw and some
roll. In flight, normally we use rudders because we are using ailerons.
To explore the relationship between
aileron and rudder use, let’s consider the effects of ailerons and rudders
separately.

and

Figure 1

Meanwhile, the
airplane rotates
around the three
axes depicted in
Figure 2: lateral,
longitudinal and
vertical. The three
primary controls
used to adjust the
airplane’s rotation
around these
axes: elevators,
ailerons and
rudder.

Figure 2

Figure 3 depicts
the same airplane
without all the
lines and arrows,
but with its
ailerons deflected
for a left turn:
The left aileron is
raised; the right
one is lowered.
(The inset above
Figure 3 depicts
the same airplane
in a tail-on view.)
Deflecting the
right aileron
downward
increases that
wing’s lift and
induced drag.

Left aileron
deflected up

Right aileron
deflected down

Figure 3
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What Is Induced Drag?
Induced Drag

Lift
(perpindicular
to relative wind)

Resulting Lift
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As we know from Aerodynamics 101, there are two
basic types of drag, parasite and induced. Parasite
drag is the kind of drag produced when we lower the
landing gear of a retractable airplane or stick our arm
out the window of a moving car. Induced drag, on the
other hand, is the force generated whenever lift is produced. It is a physical result of an airfoil producing lift.
According to the FAA’s Pilot’s Handbook Of Aeronautical Knowledge (FAA-H-8083-25A), “Whenever
an airfoil is producing lift, the pressure on the lower
surface of it is greater than that on the upper surface
(Bernoulli’s Principle). As a result, the air tends to flow
from the high pressure area below the tip upward to
the low pressure area on the upper surface.”
This airflow combines with chordwise flowing air,
causing a change in speed and direction, which
twists the airflow and produces vortices along the
wing trailing edge. The vortices created are unstable,
and they quickly combine to produce wingtip vortices, a separate topic. The resulting vortices change
the speed and direction of the airflow behind the trailing edge, deflecting it downwards, and thus inducing
downwash behind the wing.
This downwash over the top of the airfoil at the
tip has the same effect as bending the lift vector
rearward, as depicted in the drawing at top right;
therefore, the lift is slightly aft of perpendicular to the
relative wind, creating a rearward lift component. This
is induced drag.

Total Drag
Minimum
Drag

Induced Drag
Airspeed

is opposite the direction of the roll
At this point, it’s critical to
axis—by itself cannot change the
and intended turn direcairplane’s heading. As evition.
dence, we note a 360-de“The rudder’s primary function is to cancel the many
In normal turns, yaw
gree roll—by itself—does
yaw effects associated with flying: adverse yaw arising
pushing the nose in a
not result in any change of
from
aileron
inputs;
gyroscopic
effects
arising
from
eldirection opposite the roll
heading or direction.
evator inputs; torque, P-factor, and slipstream arising
direction is an undesirfrom the use of power; yaw arising from airplane rigYaw
able result, hence the term
ging. The rudder permits coordinated, ball-centered
“adverse yaw.” The pilot
Next, consider what
flight.
Used
correctly,
it
improves
the
quality
and
efcan counteract adverse yaw
happens if we use rudwith rudder pedal presder without also deflectficiency of our flying. If all secondary yaw effects could
sure in the same direction
ing ailerons or elevators.
be designed out entirely, and airplanes wouldn’t need
as the descending wing
Pressing the rudder pedal
this control surface (unless, of course, we wanted to
or intended turn direcwill produce yaw in the
perform slips and spins). The rudder was never intendtion. The amount of rudder
direction of the depressed
ed to be a turn control.” —Rich Stowell, Emergency
pedal pressure required
rudder pedal but will also
Maneuver Training—Controlling Your Airplane During
depends to some extent
produce some roll. This
A Crisis.
on the aircraft design but,
roll results from the wing
primarily on the amount of
opposite the depressed
aileron deflection being used which
recognize rolling the airplane—or
rudder side traveling through the
is directly related to the rate of roll.
rotation around its longitudinal
air slightly faster than the other
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wing. This wing thus is creating
the rudders also are deflected to
This increases the load factor or
more lift. Pilots use this phenomecounteract adverse yaw.
G-force the airplane is experiencing.
non to raise a dropping wing when
Every safe and conscientious
Next, he realizes that he will still
practicing slow flight and stalls
pilot needs a deep understanding of
go past the normal final approach
near the stall speed as ailerons
the correct role of rudders in flight
path with his already steep bank
lose effectiveness. In fact, ailerons
and especially that rudders are not
and feeling pressure to salvage this
actually can reverse their normal
intended to turn the aircraft. Any
approach and landing, steps on the
effect if the wings are very close to
pilot who holds any mistaken belief
rudder in the turn direction to help
being stalled.
that the rudder might sometimes be
turn faster.
A person lacking a clear underused to help accelerate the rate of
The main effect of this rudstanding of the principles of flight
turn of an aircraft, is a pilot flirting
der application is to steepen the
might assume that the rudder of airwith potential disaster.
bank—because rudder has a yaw
craft acts like the rudder of a boat.
Perhaps foremost, a pilot must
and a roll effect—while pushing the
A boat’s rudder is used to make the
understand he or she should never
tail towards the sky and the nose
boat travel in a curved path. Howuse the rudder to help speed up a
towards the earth. Realizing the
ever, the purpose of an airplane’s
banked turn. Too often, and when
nose is uncomfortably low; he adds
rudder is completely different.
rudder is used in an attempt to
elevator force to bring the nose up.
Airplane rudders enable the
increase the turn rate without a
The steep bank had already inpilot to counteract undesirable, or
corresponding increase in bank—as
creased the G-loading and thus the
adverse, yaw. They also allow us
traditionally may occur when a
stall speed. Increasing elevator force
to impose some intentional yaw
pilot overshoots the turn from base
to bring the nose up increases the
for some flight situations where
to final—the result is a stall/spin
load factor and thus raises the stall
it is both desired and intentional.
from an altitude leaving little room
speed even more. At this point the
Pilots may intentionally create yaw
for recovery.
aircraft is experiencing a strong yaw
forces to counteract roll
force and may experience
from engine torque when
an accelerated stall. These
the aircraft is moving slowly
are all the conditions
“Ailerons are our roll or bank control.... When the air
through the air; counteract
necessary for the aircraft
show pilot performs a full roll, does the airplane turn?
the yaw from propeller-gento enter an unrecoverable
No! When the air show pilot performs an eight point
erated p-factor when flying
and fatal spin.
hesitation roll stopping every 45 deg., does the airwith a high angle of attack;
plane turn? Not even when the air show pilot rolls to a
Proper Control Use
slip the aircraft to intention90-deg. bank and flies down the length of the runway
ally create drag; and align
The rudder may be the
in a knife-edge flight, the airplane still doesn’t turn.
the aircraft with the runway
most misunderstood—
—Rich Stowell, Emergency Maneuver Training—Conwhen slipping to counteract
and improperly used—of
trolling Your Airplane During A Crisis.
crosswind drift. However,
the three primary airthe rudder was added to
plane controls. Improvairplanes mainly to countering our understanding
act the adverse yaw occurring only
Consider the following scenario:
of how each of them works will
when the ailerons are deflected to
At a busy airport with several
help make our flying safer, more
produce roll forces.
planes in the pattern and after
efficient and more enjoyable. We’ll
reducing the speed of the aircraft to
also work at it a bit less.
Proper Rudder Use
slightly above final approach speed,
Even though the rudder is the foA pilot-operated rudder is not
a pilot misjudges the time or discus of this article, the other controls
absolutely required in an airplane
tance available on a base leg (posdeserve attention, too. They’ll get it
design. One small general aviasibly because of a strong tailwind
in a follow-up piece, coming soon in
tion design, the Ercoupe, has no
on the base leg). Realizing that he
a future issue.
rudder pedals but does have two
will not be able to make a normal
rudders. Instead, the Ercoupe’s
shallow bank turn to final, and inSteven Gibb is a Maryland-based
rudder deflection is mechanically
stead of immediately deciding to go
civilian- and Army-trained CFI/I/
connected to the aileron controls.
around, he decides to increase the
ME/Glider who has accumulated
When its ailerons are deflected,
airplane’s bank angle to turn faster.
more than 3000 hours of flying time.
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